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About Ifrah Foundation
Ifrah Foundation's vision is the absolute abandonment of FGM in Somalia and the
horn of Africa, in collaboration with a coalition of partners. We work towards this
vision, by delivering on our mission to create a path for the elimination of FGM and
coordinate awareness-raising, advocacy and community empowerment initiatives
with our partners. Based on extensive research and learning from successes and
failures elsewhere, we have developed a model of systemic change encompassing
three key strategic areas of action to achieve our mission:
1) Advocacy 2) Awareness Raising and 3) Community Empowerment.

ADVOCACY
To mark International Zero tolerance
on FGM day in February 2020, we were
honoured to have the EU Embassy in
Kenya screening the movie A Girl From
Mogadishu in Nairobi. This screening
gave the opportunity to highlight the
significant issue of FGM in Somalia to
the international community in
Nairobi, calling on their efforts and
support to address it.

Leonie Kerins, Executive Director of Ifrah Foundation, delivering
keynote speech at EU movie screening.

Ifrah was honoured to receive the
Activist / Survivor award from the
Global Peace Foundation for her work
bringing FGM to the fore and insisting
it is priority in humanitarian and
development work.

Though-out the year we worked with
UNFPA Somalia to design an
ambitious and impactful programme
to tackle FGM. Our Dear Daughter
Campaign will work on reducing FGM
from the 3 strategic pillars of
advocacy, awareness raising and
community empowerment through a
consortium
of
partners
taking
coordinated action in each area.

We successfully completed the
process of becoming implementing
partners with UNFPA Somalia and
went on to design and develop the
campaign which is pledge-based, with
individuals committing to protect
their daughters from FGM.
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Awareness Raising
Each year, the UNFPA publishes a
State of the World Population report.
Each local UNFPA office throughout
the world, launches and publishes the
report to ensure global coverage.
In 2020, the UNFPA report focused on
violence
against
women
and
specifically Female Genital Mutilation.
It highlighted the work of Ifrah Ahmed
and the Ifrah Foundation, recognising
the impact of our work and the
importance of supporting survivor
lead initiatives.

To mark the 16 days of activism
against Gender Based Violence and
with the support of the Wallace
Global Fund and the Irish Mission to
the United Nations in New York, we
hosted 7 virtual movie screenings
from the USA to EU, Asia and Africa
culminating with the East African
screening on the International
Human Rights Day 2020.
We were honoured and thrilled to
have a panel discussion follow the
screenings, chaired by Amabaddarod
Geraldine
Byrne
Nason
Irish
Ambassador to the UN and including
the Executive Director of the UNFPA
Dr. Natalia Kanem, Anders Thomsen
UNFPA Representative in Somalia, the
movie Director Mary McGuckian, Ifrah
Ahmed herself as well renowned
musician and composer of the
original score for the movie, Nitin
Sawhney.

Important Numbers

Participation in Panel Discussions
Newspaper, radio & podcasts
11 Film Screenings in 6 countries
34
18
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Awareness Raising
A Girl From Mogadishu, the feature
film dramatisation of Ifrah's escape
from war-torn Somalia, turning the
adversity she experienced into a force
for positive change, was generously
made available for organisations and
groups to host impact screenings.
The impact screening campaign was
launched as a not for profit initiative
on International Zero Tolerence on
FGM Day 6th Feburary 2020 with the
agreement of the film’s financiers.
Curtailed by COVID just over a month
later, it nonetheless managed to
schedule almost thirty physical events
across the globe during that time.
Subsequently a dozen online events
were
arranged
by
various
organisations including the Cinema
for Peace Foundation prior to the 16
days of activism virtual screening
events between Nov 25th and Dec
10th 2020.
The film is now widely commercially
available
on
digital
platforms
including
in
the
US (Showtime/Amazon Prime), Ireland
(IFI and VOLTA) and the UK (Sky Store
and Apple TV).

The idea is to make the movie easily
available at an affordable rate as a
tool to raise awareness on the issue
of FGM globally and the need to
address it.

Ifrah was honoured to be invited to
join the world renowned singersongwriter Hozier on his Cry Power
Podcast in collaboration with Global
Citizen. The podcast was released for
International Zero Tolerance day in
February 2020. Hozier has a large
following from all over the world and
the reaction to the podcast was
powerful, particularly from people who
were not aware of the practice of
Female Genital Mutilation and moved
to take action against it.

Important Numbers

30 Impact Screenings & 12 Online Events
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Community Empowerment
In 2020 we worked with the Irish Human Rights Commission
and the Irish Family Planning Agency to produce a brochure
on dedicated services available to survivors of FGM in
Ireland. The brochure was developed through participation
from Somali community members in Ireland and includes
information on FGM legislation.
We are grateful to both agencies for their support and
cooperation in this piece of work which services to
empower women living with the consequences of FGM in
Ireland to access valuable supports.

As part of a programme funded through Grand
Challenges Canada, we undertook to measure the
impact of exposure to information, through social
media, on the harmful effects of FGM in the general
population.
We undertook research to establish a baseline on understanding of the impact of
FGM, likelihood of practising it and exposure to FGM related material on Social
Media. Part of this programme included training advocates to produce and publish
quality social media content.
By December 2020, we were able to firmly establish
a correlation between exposure to FGM context in
social media and a definitive decision to not
practice it. The rollout of the programme had to be
adjusted to move to, for example, virtual media
training for our FGM Ambassadors due to the Covid
restrictions. This worked out better since more
people were able to attend online than in person.
The training provided ensures there are a cohort of activist continuing to produce
quality content on the harm of FGM, amplifying the message through traditional
and social media.

FGM Ambassadors

Training sessions
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Community Empowerment

Since 2018, Ifrah Foundation has been
developing the capacity of a group of FGM
ambassadors in Mogadishu. They are pictured
here hosting an awareness raising event to
mark International Zero Tolerance Day on 6th
February 2020. This is one of the many events
held throughout the year to mark significant
dates including the Day of the Child. These
events are amplified through radio, television
and social media and add to a growing body
of activists against FGM and supported by
Ifrah Foundation.

Important Numbers

FGM Ambassadors

Training sessions
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Organisational Development
This year was defined by the global pandemic. 2020 was a challenging year as the
CoronaVirus interrupted plans. The Foundation spent much of March re-thinking our
plans for programme rollout in Somalia and designing a programme which could be
delivered within the constraints of restrictions caused by the CoronaVirus. This led
to the designing and developing of the Dear Daughter Campaign, still incorporating
our theory of systemic change with plans to roll out actions at each level from
Advocacy, to Awareness Raising to Community Empowerment. The pandemic also
meant that our fundraising plans to coincide with the launch of A Girl From
Mogadishu had to be revised, leading to a series of virtual events. This had an
impact on our ability to raise donations.

Governance
The Board of Trustees continued to support the Foundations work throughout 2020
and we are grateful to our Board for generously making their skills available and for
giving of their time. After met twice in the year, please add: Accountancy and audit
was provided by Crowleys DFK, Chartered Accountants, 16/17 College Green, Dublin.
We held 6 board meetings throughout the year. The Governance Sub Committee met
3 times to advance the Governance Code. We established a Finance Subcommittee
which met twice in the year.

Fundraising
Income in 2020 was €140,000 despite the pandemic. Becoming implementing
partners with UNFPA will ensure a close working relationship going forward. Income
from donations in 2020 was close to €22,000 while income from programme funding
and strategic partners made up the rest at €118,000.00.

€140,000
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